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Technology: Continuous venovenous hemodiafiltration
(CVVHD)
Use: CVVHD is a form of continuous renal replacement
therapy that is used for critically ill patients with multisystem
organ failure in whom acute renal failure develops. This form
of dialysis differs from intermittent hemodialysis in that it is a
slower, continuous mode of dialysis that permits the clear-
ance of blood solutes both by diffusion across a semiperme-
able membrane (dialysis) and by convection of solutes across
a membrane as they are separated from whole blood in re-
sponse to hydrostatic pressure.1 Hydrostatic pressure is gen-
erated by simultaneously circulating fluid in conjunction with
blood through a dialysis circuit before it enters the dialysis
hemofilter.
History: Continuous renal replacement therapy was first de-
scribed by Scribner and associates2 in 1960. It was initially
performed through an arteriovenous circuit that incorpo-
rated a dialysis hemofilter and relied on the patient’s arterial
blood pressure to circulate blood through the hemofilter.
This technology was inspired by the limitation in the use of
intermittent hemodialysis in hemodynamically unstable pa-
tients and has been demonstrated to improve hemodynamic
and cerebrovascular stability compared with intermittent he-
modialysis in patients with acute renal failure who also have
liver failure or cerebral edema.3,4 Continuous renal replace-
ment therapy has evolved rapidly. With CVVHD, sophisti-
cated pump-driven devices with venovenous access are used
to circulate blood through a dialysis hemofilter (Fig. 1), and
thus the risks inherent with arterial access are avoided.
CVVHD is used to treat acute renal failure complicated by
refractory fluid overload or hemodynamic instability, and to
treat life-threatening electrolyte and acid–base disorders.5 In
Canada, its use has been limited to critically ill patients in
tertiary care facilities with renal failure, fluid overload and
major electrolyte abnormalities.
Promise: Sepsis due to bacterial infection and systemic in-
flammatory response syndrome (SIRS) due to noninfectious
causes such as trauma, burns and pancreatitis develop from
the release of a multitude of biologically active inflammatory
mediators. It has been hypothesized that the removal of these
noxious molecules by hemofiltration may blunt the exagger-
ated inflammatory response and improve clinical outcome.
Although the removal of several cytokines such as interleukin-
1, interleukin-6, tumour necrosis factor-alpha and myocardial
depressant substance has been demonstrated in animal and
human studies, the lack of large randomized clinical trials in
this area has made the role of continuous renal replacement

therapy for sepsis and SIRS controversial.6,7 Specific limita-
tions with the use of continuous renal replacement therapy for
sepsis and SIRS include the middle-molecular weight of most
cytokines (< 30 000 daltons), which require clearance through
convection (not diffusion), and the need for more than 100 L
of replacement fluid daily to achieve clinically meaningful
clearances of some inflammatory mediators.
Problems: Anticoagulation remains a major problem with the
use of continuous renal replacement therapy. Systemic hep-
arin has been the predominant mode of anticoagulation; how-
ever, a high risk of bleeding has been encountered in sub-
groups of critically ill patients. Alternative modes such as
intravenous prostacycline and trisodium citrate have been
used successfully.8 Other drawbacks include the need for ex-
pensive dialysis machines and hemofiltration fluid for solute
exchange.
Prospects: CVVHD has gained acceptance as an effective
mode of renal replacement therapy in critically ill patients
with renal failure, as evidenced by the publication of large se-
ries of patients given this treatment.9 However, with the
emergence of this technology, physicians caring for critically
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Fig. 1: Multi-mode continuous renal replacement machine.
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ill patients will have to face the ethical decisions regarding the
futility of sustaining certain patients on yet another form of
life support.

[Visit www.crrt.com for current references and conference infor-
mation relating to continuous renal replacement therapy.]
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